Education plays a very important role in making our lives in the future as
successful as possible so having been provided a very good education here in
Harrow, we truly feel fortunate that we have this opportunity. However, there are
a lot of places in this country where not every child has a chance to receive a good
education similar to ours. For a lot of schools in the provinces and poor villages,
the opportunities that are offered are very much limited. Unlike Harrow, most
village schools have inadequate teaching and sports facilities and very often there
are not enough resources to provide proper schooling. Furthermore because
education in these poor areas is considered as a matter of lesser priority, village
schools have barely enough support from the government.
Therefore, in our own little way, we have come up with a project of how we can
make a difference to these children who are less fortunate than us.
We believe that academic pursuit and physical activity provides more definite long
term advantages. The capability to help one’s self acquired through knowledge
and education, as well as self reliance has a more lasting effect than providing for
temporary material needs. Aiding these children in their academic and physical
education will prove to be more useful to them in the future.
In order to achieve our goal, we needed to raise sufficient funds, so the idea
of selling Organic Vegetables at school came about. Luckily one of our members
grew organic vegetables in her own backyard at home. This gave us the
opportunity to sell them conveniently and surprisingly made a really good profit.
We are really grateful for the support our families and friends have always given
us in this project, as well as the continued guidance and assistance of our Harrow
teachers.
Their full confidence in us and their belief in our motives for this project truly
have made it easy for us to succeed.

